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•  Objectives:

•  run GMT5 and GMT5SAR on your own computer

•  understand the principles of SAR and InSAR

•   perform 2-pass InSAR processing on your own computer

•   get data ERS, Envisat, ALOS-1 from UNAVCO and ASF  

•   process ERS, Envisat, ALOS-1, TSX, CSK, RS2, S1A, ALOS-2

•   prepare large stacks of interferograms

•   time series 



GMTSAR	  Short	  Course	  
OUTLINE	  

•  setup UNIX, GMT, and GMTSAR – test cases

•  overview of SAR, InSAR, and GMTSAR
•  learn to select SAR scenes at UNAVCO and ASF

•  SAR and InSAR theory

•  GMTSAR overview, modules, standard InSAR processing

•  2-D phase unwrapping

•  batch processing

•  student presentations of interferograms



passive	  and	  ac+ve	  remote	  sensing	  –	  op+cal	  and	  microwave	  





amplitude and phase  



coherence and pixel matching  



ERS amplitude image  



zoom of amplitude image  



InSAR uses phase



deforma@on	  and	  topography	  



Research with ALOS PALSAR data 
within the WinSAR consortium 

Matt Pritchard, Cornell (Chair)  
and the WinSAR Executive Committee 

Roland Burgmann, Yuri Fialko, Eric Fielding and David Schmidt 

Outline	  of	  talk:	   What	  is	  WinSAR	  ?	  
Research	  examples:	   	  	  
• Earthquakes	  
• Inter-‐seismic	  
• Volcanoes	  
• Subsidence	  
• Others	  

Recommenda+ons	  



What is WinSAR ? 

-  Consortium of 83 Universities/ Research Institutions (~20 non U.S.) 
- Executive Committee (elected, 2-year terms) 
- ALOS-PALSAR access through L1 data pool at ASF (U.S. Government 
Research Consortium, USGRC) 

Funding: 



•	  	  Promote the use and development of InSAR technology for scientific 
investigations. 

•  Promote free and open access to SAR data as allowed by data providers. 
•  Acquire, archive and catalog SAR data of the U.S. active areas 

WinSAR objectives 

Complete ERS,Envisat 
data sets for core area! 

 # of scenes 
ERS  22826  8.9 Tb 
Envisat  7185  1.7 Tb  

Nearly complete 
ALOS-1 data set for 
North and South 
America available at 
ASF L1 Data Pool. 



Volcanic Hazards 



Yellowstone 
Caldera  

    ENVISAT IS1 

Record one-year 
uplift  using Space 
Based Geodesy 
B⊥ = 231 m 

2004/10/08 to 2005/09/23 

C. Wicks, USGS  



Kilauea - East Rift Zone, Dike Event 

June 17 - June 21, 2007   

data from: http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/pgf/SEQ/ 



Dike event - LOS ascending 

Sandwell et al., 2008 



Earthquake Hazards 
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Coseismic	  deforma@on	  of	  the	  Maule,	  Chile	  earthquake,	  ALOS-‐1	  

[Tong	  et	  al.,	  2010]	  

ScanSAR	  
provides	  
second	  
look	  

direc+on	  



http://topex.ucsd.edu/nepal 

Nepal	  	  
Earthquakes	  
April	  28,	  2015	  

Single	  350km	  	  
by	  350	  km	  	  
interferogram.	  

Note	  phase	  is	  
con+nuous	  	  
across	  the	  	  
subswath	  	  
boundaries	  	  
with	  NO	  
adjustments!	  

Note	  adequate	  	  
phase	  coherence	  	  
even	  in	  snow-‐	  
capped	  	  
mountains.	  

[Lindsey	  et	  al.,	  2015]	  



Interseismic Deformation 



Line of sight 
velocities from 
stacked InSAR
data

35 interferograms

Epoch: 1992-2000

Fialko, Nature 2006 

Southern
    SAF 



Line of sight 
velocities from 
stacked InSAR
data

35 interferograms

Epoch: 1992-2000

Fialko, Nature 2006 

Southern
    SAF 



GPS data

InSAR data

24	  

[Tong	  et	  al.,	  JGR	  2013]	  



Hydrological Applications 



Annual groundwater recharge in LA Basin
(Watson et al., JGR 2001) 

GPS Data 



Groundwater 
Pumping, Las 

Vegas 
(Amelung et al., Geology, 1999) 



Oct	  2001	  

Mar	  2003	  

freeboard	  

added	  

Subsidence Measuring – Northeast Phoenix /  
North Scottsdale	  

decorrelated	  

(Buckley et al., 2003) 



InSAR Technology and Method 



Persistent scatterers 
Long Valley Caldera, 
Hooper et al. 2004 



Atmospheric Corrections 

• From Foster et al., 
correction of 
Hawaii 
interferograms 

• Weather models 
can predict large-
scale atmospheric 
signal 



Split-Beam Processing for 2-D 

Split-beam processing 
yields 2-D vectors 

Bechor, 2006 



SAR	  and	  InSAR	  Overview	  
Conclusions	  

•  atmosphere is very transparent to microwaves

•  radars measure range and azimuth

•  radar image has amplitude and phase

•  amplitude depends on roughness, slope, and dielectric constant.

•  phase differences reveal topography

•  phase differences reveal deformation

•  deformation from: volcanoes, earthquakes, groundwater

•  WInSAR has large archive of ERS, Envisat and ALOS data



•  What is GMTSAR?

•  Precise orbits and accurate timing simplifies software 
and enables seamless mosaicing.

•  Geometric validation of ERS, Envisat, and ALOS.

•  InSAR phase comparisons: ISCE, Stanford, ROI_PAC, 
GMTSAR.

GMTSAR	  Short	  Course	  
SIO,	  August	  2015	  



http://topex.ucsd.edu/gmtsar



http://topex.ucsd.edu/gmtsar

One-stop shop for InSAR:  

•  Software 

•  Documentation 

•  Orbits (ERS and Envisat) 

•  Example data sets 

•  GNU public license, no passwords, no registration, no 
restrictions





GMTSAR Processing Modes 

2-pass processing
no ground control
seamless abutment of frames along track

stacking for time series
one master and many slaves
primary, secondary, tertiary, image alignment

ScanSAR Interferometry
possible but not easy
code needs refinement



p2p_ALOS.csh IMG-HH-ALPSRP207600640-H1.0__A IMG-HH-ALPSRP227730640-H1.0__A config.alos.txt

2-pass processing with no ground control



2-Pass Processing Example

Feb 27, 2010, M8.8, Maule Chile 
Earthquake ALOS SAR data 

Each frame is processed independently
on a different CPU and recombined 
later in radar or lon-lat coordinates.

This requires a consistent geometry 
and no geometric adjustments.

[Tong	  et	  al.,	  2010]



Each frame processed independently
on a different CPU and recombined 
later in radar or lon-lat coordinates.

This requires a consistent geometry 
and no geometric adjustments.

Snaphu phase unwrapping has a consistent 
zero level of +/- 2πΝ so unwrapped phase 
can be recombined.

Feb 27, 2010, M8.8, Maule Chile Eathquake
ALOS SAR data



Each frame processed independently
on a different CPU and recombined 
later in radar or lon-lat coordinates.

This requires a consistent geometry 
and no geometric adjustments.

Snaphu phase unwrapping has a consistent 
zero level of +/- 2πΝ so unwrapped phase 
can be recombined.

Each frame processed independently
on a different CPU and recombined 
later in radar or lon-lat coordinates.

This requires a consistent geometry 
and no geometric adjustments.

Snaphu phase unwrapping has a consistent 
zero level of +/- 2πΝ so unwrapped phase 
can be recombined.

Feb 27, 2010, M8.8, Maule Chile Eathquake
ALOS SAR data



Each frame processed independently
on a different CPU and recombined 
later in radar or lon-lat coordinates.

This requires a consistent geometry 
and no geometric adjustments.

Snaphu phase unwrapping has a consistent 
zero level of +/- 2πΝ so unwrapped phase 
can be recombined.

Each frame processed independently
on a different CPU and recombined 
later in radar or lon-lat coordinates.

This requires a consistent geometry 
and no geometric adjustments.

Snaphu phase unwrapping has a consistent 
zero level of +/- 2πΝ so unwrapped phase 
can be recombined.

Feb 27, 2010, M8.8, Maule Chile Eathquake
ALOS SAR data
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on a different CPU and recombined 
later in radar or lon-lat coordinates.
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2-pass processing
no ground control
seamless abutment of frames along track

stacking for time series
one master and many slaves
primary, secondary, tertiary, image alignment

ScanSAR Interferometry
possible but not easy
code needs refinement

GMTSAR Processing Modes 



2-pass processing
no ground control
seamless abutment of frames along track

stacking for time series – next presentation
one master and many slaves
primary, secondary, tertiary, image alignment

ScanSAR Interferometry
possible but not easy
code needs refinement

GMTSAR Processing Modes 



(Or+z	  and	  Zebker,	  2007)	  

ScanSAR interferometry  
requires that the reference and 
repeat images have significant 
overlap in their bursts on the 
ground. 

reference	  

repeat	  



Los Angeles - ScanSAR and FBD



 

Pinon Flat Geodetic Observatory - Radar reflectors



 

A1 
2.4 m corner reflectors
D1, D2 installed 1996
A1 installed Nov, 2005



 

Precise orbit for image focussing and geolocation
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phase	  history	  of	  point	  reflector	  

parabolic	  approxima+on	  to	  range	  history	  

Least-‐squares	  fit	  of	  range	  history	  for	  each	  point	  in	  
DEM	  provides	  both	  the	  accurate	  posi+on	  in	  range	  
azimuth	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  space	  and	  the	  Dopper	  centroid	  and	  
rate	  parameters	  needed	  to	  focus	  the	  image.	  	  This	  
analysis	  only	  needs	  to	  be	  applied	  to	  the	  master	  
image.	  

Ro, so[ ]
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FBS	  A1	   FBD	  A1	   WB1	  D1	  

D2	  

FBS FBD WB1 
N 13 7 8 

ground-range  -11.5+5.5 m -14.9+5.8 m -5.6+8.4 m 
azimuth  1.3+3.7 m 2.4+4.2 m -9.55+18.3 m 

±±

Precise orbit for image focussing and geolocation - ALOS



WB1	  

Precise orbit for image focussing and geolocation - ERS, Envisat

 

ERS	  36	  acquisi+ons
mean rms 

range -17.2 m 2.8 m 

azimuth 14.8 m 10.4 m 

mean rms 

range 80.6 m 1.9 m 

azimuth 3.6 m 8.8 m 

Envisat	  10	  acquisi+ons

D1	  
D2	  

D1	  
D2	  



Wenchuan 
Earthquake, M7.9, 
May 12, 2008,  

ALOS Scan-Scan,  
Bperp= 850 m 

JAXA controlled burst 
overlap in this case. 
Thank You! 

(Tong et al., JGR, 2010) 

ScanSAR	  Example	  -‐	  ALOS	  



seamless	  abutment	  of	  10	  swaths	  processes	  independently	  with	  no	  adjustments	  



seamless	  abutment	  of	  10	  swaths	  processes	  independently	  with	  no	  adjustments	  



Precise orbits are critical for 4 areas of InSAR processing

1.  Proper focus requires accurate estimates of Doppler centroid and 
Doppler rate.

2.  Transformation from geographic to radar coordinates without ground 
control.

3.  Accurate initial estimates for image alignment.

4.  InSAR baseline estimation - no trend removal.

Summary	  



•  What is GMTSAR?

•  Precise orbits and accurate timing simplifies software.

•  Geometric validation of ERS, Envisat, and ALOS.

•  InSAR phase comparisons: ISCE, Stanford, 
ROI_PAC, GMTSAR.

GMTSAR	  Short	  Course	  
SIO,	  August	  2015	  

David	  Sandwell,	  Rob	  Mellors,	  	  
Xiaopeng	  Tong,	  Scott Baker







All	  test	  data	  sets	  are	  available	  by	  cp	  seasat.ucsd.edu.	  	  Ask	  dsandwell@ucsd.edu	  for	  
username	  and	  password.	  





Full	  workshop	  report	  and	  “comparison	  matrix”	  available	  at	  cp://
topex.ucsd.edu/pub/sandwell/insar_workshop_report.zip







Conclusions	  
David	  Sandwell,	  UCSD/SIO	  
CEOS	  Cal/Val	  Workshop,	  	  

November	  8,	  2011

•  GMTSAR is a mature InSAR package that will soon become part 
of the standard GMT distribution so GMT users will have an 
InSAR package on their computer.

•  Precise orbits are used in 4 areas of InSAR processing and 
eliminate the need for ground control.

•  Geometric validation of ERS, Envisat, and ALOS shows 
accuracies of 10-20 m.

•  InSAR phase comparisons from 4 packages (ISCE, Stanford, 
ROI_PAC, GMTSAR) are remarkably similar suggesting the 
processing methods are mature.


